
PROJECT DETAILS

A speed table and bollards take cues from historic 
Salvadoreña towns in order to calm traffic and in-
crease safety for pedestrians.

For more information, visit doverkohl.com and 
castilloarquitectos.com.

At least two bridges would be necessary to create 
interconnectivity between the hamlets.  Bridges 
are seen as an opportunity to create civic art.

Natural surveillance, perimeter blocks, and court-
yards increase security without closing off the 
neighborhood.

The Project
Sierra Alta is located to the north of San Salvador on the slope of a dormant volcano.  The site has 
densely forested ravines and ridges.  The master plan places development on portions of the site that 
have gentler slopes or clearings that have less ecological value than the steeper slopes.  Preserving 
the vegetated slopes also lessens the risk of erosion and landslides.  Most of the residential units 
are attached types such as flats, rowhouses, and courtyard houses.  The location of the site, and the 
arrangement of streets, plazas, and buildings, allows for the majority of the units to have long-range 
views of the City of San Salvador or towards the volcano. The compact hamlets allow for a large and 
continuous swath of forest to be preserved on the property.  The project includes a mixed-use village 
center, located at the main entrance to the property along a busy street.  Designers sought to provide 
security without gating and enclosing the whole neighborhood, as is the typical practice in most new 
developments in Latin America.  The solution was to provide security at the level of the building and 
block, and maintain streets and plazas completely permeable and accessible.

The Process
Castillo Arquitectos invited Dover, Kohl & Partners to El Salvador for a one-week charrette.  Techni-
cal meetings were held with environmental, finance, marketing, and engineering consultants from 
the developer, Avance Ingenieros, as well as with public officials who would eventually review the 
development proposal.  Castillo Arquitectos was responsible for the design of the buildings, while 
Dover-Kohl contributed to the design of the master plan and streetscapes.  Dover-Kohl’s designers 
studied many precedents in El Salvador, including Avance Ingenieros’ built projects, the historic colo-
nial towns of Suchitoto and Santa Ana, and ancient Maya sites such as San Andrés.

Status
The Sierra Alta Master Plan was awarded the National Prize for Urbanism by the Ministry of Public 
Works of El Salvador (MOP) in 2008.  Avance Ingenieros is reassessing its goals for the site.
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